AGRI-4-4028-FOU-13-00


2 November 2011

Frikkie Fouche
Manager: Artisan Development
AgriSETA
529 Belvedere Street
Arcadia
0007

To Whom It May Concern:

APPLICATION FOR TRADE TEST

Enclosed is the application for trade test for ......................................................., ID ........................................: RPL Welder. Upon submitting this application the employer confirms that the applicant:

	Is a permanent employee at ....................................................................................

Have obtained more than .........years relevant on the job practical experience of which a detailed breakdown is enclosed hereto 
Is not currently registered as apprentice / learner
Went for a Pre-assessment evaluation at ...................................................... and is recommended for trade test
	Comply to the requirements of the designated training schedule and is recommended to do the qualifying trade test

Work Experience

Name and Address of Employer
From
To
Occupation































Learning Area
Tasks
SAFETY

Attend a standard industrial safety course. 

Attend a first aid course.

Identify relevant colour coding and symbolic safety signs.

Identify relevant colour codes for compressed gas cylinders.
HAND AND WORKSHOP TOOLS
Identify measuring, cutting, marking and fastening tools.

Use measuring, cutting, marking and fastening tools.

Maintain measuring, cutting, marking and fastening tools.

Identify, use and maintain hand tools applicable to the trade. 

Use fixed and portable drilling machines.

Use fixed and portable grinding machines.




Learning Area
Tasks

Dress a grinding wheel.

Sharpen drills.
MATERIALS


Identify ferrous and non-ferrous metals with special reference to:
-	Steel
-	Brass
-	Copper
-	Aluminium

Recall and identify current identification systems utilised by the company; with special reference to:
-	identification number
-	colour coding

Identify metal defects visually.

Read and Interpret relevant symbols abbreviations,  tolerances and welding symbols.


Read and interpret engineering drawings in order to compile material lists.
PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF MARKING OFF
Lay out and mark off work pieces and positions from drawings, including template work on plate.

Lay out and mark off work pieces and  positions from drawings on rolled sections.

Lay out and mark off work pieces and positions from drawings on pipes, tubes and hollow sections.



Learning Area
Tasks

Weld steel sheet and plate in the following positions using oxygen-fuel gas welding techniques:
-	flat  :  square butt
-	horizontal  :  square butt
-	vertical  :  square butt, “T” joint      
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint, corner joint  

Weld steel pipes in the following positions using oxygen fuel gas welding techniques :
-	flat  :  single “V” butt
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt
-	6 G position

Braze sheet and plate in the following positions using oxygen-fuel gas brazing techniques :
-	flat  :  square butt
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint

Maintenance of oxygen-fuel gas equipment with special reference to:
-	blowpipes
-	torches
-	rubber hoses
-	gas connections
-	regulators
-	cylinders
-	flash back arrestor
OXYGEN-FUEL GAS CUTTING
Hand cut plates, pipes and rolled sections to straight line and curves with special reference to:
-	tolerance
-	finishes

Bevel plate and pipes with gas cutting torch for welding preparation with special reference to:
-	tolerances
-	finishes



Learning Area
Tasks


SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (MANUAL METAL ARC WELDING) 


Identify and set up and AC and DC welding machines including starting up and closing down procedures;  with special reference to:
-	power source - AC and DC machines
-	welding cables and connections
-	electrode holder



-	












Learning Area
Tasks

-	position for welding
-	relevant welding electrodes
-	pre and post heat treatment
-	interpass temperatures
tolerances finishes





Weld steel plate in the following positions using shielded metal arc welding techniques:
-	flat  :  square butt, single and double “V” butt
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt
-	vertical  :  square butt and single “V”
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint
-	overhead  :  single “V” butt

Weld steel pipes in the following positions using shielded metal arc welding techniques:
-	flat (rotated)  :  square butt and single “V” butt
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt
-	flat (non rotated)  :  single “V” butt
-	6 G position







Learning Area
Tasks



Weld steel sheet and plates in the following positions using gas metal arc welding techniques:
-	flat  :  corner joint, square butt
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt
-	vertical  :  corner joint, square butt, “T” joint
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint

Weld steel pipes in following position using gas metal arc welding techniques:
-	flat (rotated)  :  single “V” butt
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt
-	vertical  :  single “V” butt
-	6 G position
-	including branch connections

Weld aluminium sheet and plate in the following positions:
-	flat  :  single “V” butt
-	vertical  :  corner joint, “T” joint, square butt
-	overhead  :  “T” joint
-	horizontal  :  single “V” butt

Maintenance of gas metal arc welding equipment with special reference to:
-	gas cylinders
-	gas connections
-	rubber hoses




Learning Area
Tasks

-	water connections (if used)
-	welding connections and cables
-	wire reel
-	welding gun
-	protective clothing and equipment
-	regulators
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
Weld aluminium sheet and plate in the following positions using gas tungsten arc welding techniques:
-	flat  :  square butt
-	horizontal  :  square butt
-	vertical  :  square butt
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint

Weld mild steel sheet and plate in the following positions using gas tungsten arc welding techniques:
-	flat  :  square butt
-	vertical  :  “T” joint
-	horizontal - vertical  :  “T” joint

Weld mild steel pipes in the following positions using tungsten arc welding techniques:
-	flat (rotated)  :  square butt
-	horizontal      :  square butt
-	6 G position



Yours truly,


Signature: .......................................................
Name
Designation


